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Antimicrobial Resistance is 
an Ecological Challenge
All sectors contribute to the problem

Each time we use antibiotics, 
we risk fueling the growth of 
resistant bacteria
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5,560,000 kg
Animal Production

3,400,000 kg
Human Medicine
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Routine antibiotic use is an 
essential part of the 
industrialized livestock 
production model

Big Question

How does antimicrobial use in food-animal 
production affect people?
What proportion of antimicrobial-resistant 
human infections can be attributed to 
antimicrobial use in food animals?
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Human health can be impacted by 
both direct infection and 
horizontal gene transfer

Campylobacter

Salmonella
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Silbergeld et 2008

Dutil et 2010
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ESBL E. coli
CRE K. pneumoniae

MRSA
XDR M. tuberculosis
XDR N. gonorrhoeae

XDR Gonorrhea
XDR TB

Animals are not involved
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S. aureus

E. coli

Colonizing 
Opportunistic
Pathogens “COPs”
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E. coli

E. coli’s Multiple Personalities

Benign Bad Superbad
UTIDiarrheaCommensal
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E. coli cause most urinary tract 
infections
• UTI-causing E. coli strains can live in our guts without 

any symptoms
• We get UTIs when these E. coli strains make the short 

trip from the anus to the urethra
• The urinary tract is a major gateway to the blood
• How do UTI-causing E. coli get in our guts?!
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E. coli
UTIs

E. coli
retail meat ~5%

In the U.S., we conservatively 
estimate that there are 300,000 to 
400,000 UTIs per year from recent 
foodborne exposure
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S. aureus

Livestock-associated MRSA ST398
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H

ST398 reflections
• It has spread rampantly among pigs in northern Europe and 

beyond
• It spread widely among Dutch swine herds that were, at the 

time, given lots of non-therapeutic antibiotics
• It also spread among Danish pigs, which are often held up as 

an example of industrial production without routine 
antibiotics

• In both countries, LA-ST398 has made or makes up a 
substantial portion of their MRSA cases; however, the overall 
MRSA incidence in those countries is extremely low
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Today, ST398 has become a 
textbook example of livestock-to-
human MRSA transmission

But just like any textbook, it 
doesn’t translate everywhere

Sparks, fuel and fire
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Human health can be impacted by 
both direct infection and 
horizontal gene transfer
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Special attention has to be paid to 
the type of antimicrobials being 
used in animal production
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BRICS
nations
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mcr-1

mcr-1

van boeckel 2019
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The misuse of antimicrobials in 
food animals also threatens animal 
welfare

Back to our big question

How does antimicrobial use in food-animal 
production affect people?
What proportion of antimicrobial-resistant 
human infections can be attributed to 
antimicrobial use in food animals?
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Effort on antimicrobial use in 
food-animal production

Effort on 
other stuff

My career

Can we quantify blame?
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CRE in people mcr-1 in livestock

The agriculture industry is 
essential

And it needs constant oversight
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Azole use in Dutch agriculture has been associated 
with deadly azole-resistant fungal infections 

Azoles are now being marketed to 
“improve crop yields” in U.S. 
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A key element to curbing 
antimicrobial resistant infections is 
eliminating unnecessary 
antimicrobial use in agriculture 
and human medicine


